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NEWSLETTER MAY 2 014

Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College (CBC),
Mount Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria.
Date and time: Wednesday 28 May at 19h15.
Programme:
•
•
•
•
•

Beginner’s Corner: “Feedback on the last Karoo Star Party” by Johan Moolman.
What’s Up? by Danie Barnardo.
10 minute break — library will be open.
Main talk: “Space junk” by prof Pat Zeitzer.
Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits.

The chairperson at the meeting will be Percy Jacobs.

Friday 23 May from sunset onwards at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also situated at
CBC. Turn left immediately after entering the main gate and follow the road.
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Chairman’s Report for the monthly meeting of 23 April 2014
by Pat Kühn
Attendance was good and included a number of visitors, who received the customary
warm welcome. Announcements included the Karoo Star Party to be held at Kambro near
Britstown from 1 - 4 May, and the observation of an asteroid occultation on 20 July at
Cullinan.
The first talk of the evening, entitled “Flourine’s Exotic Origins” was presented by Fred
Oosthuizen. Flourine, the thirteenth most common element is a deadly poison in its pure
form. It is essentially found only in mineral compounds, the main one being Fluorite (CaF)
also called fluorspar. The term ‘fluorescence’ actually comes from the mineral name ‘fluorite’.
Fluorite primarily occurs as a pore-filling mineral in carbonate rocks. South Africa has the
largest reserves (42Mt) followed by Mexico (31Mt) and China (28Mt). Carbon stars such as TLyrae are among the rare places in the galaxy where fluorine is relatively abundant. It is that
thought that Flourine was originally distributed the galaxy as a result of supernova explosions.
While flourite was once used for optical lenses, modern uses include gemstones, fluxes for
smelting, porcelain, glass and enamelware production, high-octane fuels, the manufacture of
CFC’s (now largely banned), dental products, the manufacture of Teflon and in the production
of flat-panel displays and semiconductors. The element fluorine is used in uranium enrichment within the nuclear industry and the first large scale production was for the Manhattan
project which produced the first atomic bombs.
What’s up? for May was presented by Percy Jacobs. The annular eclipse of 29 April
is probably not visible in S.A. more favourable locations would be Australia and Antarctica.
Percy covered the planets, with Saturn being the showpiece for the next few months. A very
good meteor shower will be visible in the Aquarius region from 21 April to 12 May, peaking on
about 5 May (60/hr from 04h00 to 05h30). May is a good time for galaxy hunting in the region
of Virgo and Leo.
We were treated to a double bill for the main talk of the evening, with two separate
presentations on the MARS ONE Project, which aims to put a small team of colonists on
Mars by 2024. Both speakers have applied for a place on the team and both have been
placed on the short list of 1050 applicants out of some 200 000 who responded.
Kobus Vermeulen gave a live presentation in which he outlined the structure of the
privately funded project, to be funded largely through the sale of TV rights to produce a reality
show featuring the project and hopefully the life of the team on Mars.
According to Kobus, Mars was chosen as the most potentially habitable planet in the solar
system, which can be reached with existing technology. He acknowledges that there are a
host of challenges to be met, not least of which are radiation hazards, the effect of Martian
gravity and living at close quarters in an artificial habitat, with the knowledge that you will
most probably spend the rest of your life there.
Hester Mende delivered her presentation via the internet from a location in Scotland.
Hers was more concerned with the human perspective. Beginning with the rationale that
“Earth is the cradle of humankind – but it is now time to explore beyond the cradle, Hester
feels that the mission has a better chance of success than did Columbus on his epic journey,
simply because much more is known about the destination and the means of getting there
than Columbus ever knew. The interesting presentation was rounded off with discussion regarding the personal attributes that would be required of the team, selection criteria, an idea
of the daily routine the team could expect, as well as some details of the habitat (50 sqm per
person) and ideas for the provision of the essentials for survival, such as breathable air, food
and water.
Visit www.mars-one.com for a wealth of information and fascinating facts relating to
the project. The meeting was then adjourned, after which discussions continued over a mug
of tea/coffee and biscuits.
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Report of Observing Evening on Friday 18 April 2014 - by Michael Poll
Eleven telescopes and 20 or so members and visitors made for an interesting evening. They
sky was clear, but with intermittent cloud. There was a lot of moisture in the air, and with the
pervading light pollution the sky was rather milky. Nevertheless we did some nice observing.
Jupiter was still on view in the north west. It made a neat isosceles triangle with Castor and
Pollux. Telescopically, early on, on three of the Galilean satellites were on show – Io was in
eclipse. We did see it a few minutes after it had emerged, but Jupiter was behind a cloud at
the time of the actual re-appearance at 20h 35. We had a wonderful view of the planet
through Michael Moller’s Schiefspeigler - as well as the prominent North and South Equatorial
Belts, other belts were visible as well.
Also in the north - some multiple stars : Castor A and B with orange coloured C at right angles to them; Gamma Leonis, as always, a showpiece double; and an optical triple, Zeta
Leonis, another of the stars in the sickle of Leo. Zeta shows three widely spaced, fairly
bright, stars in a straight line. There is a fainter field star which is offset from the line of three.
Canis Major was high in the sky, and although neck- aching to access, we looked at the open
cluster M41, and the colourful double h3945. This star is also designated 145 Canis Majoris,
and is also known as the Southern Albireo. The star is very close to the open cluster NGC
2362, which is number 22 in the ASSA 100.
M41 was rather washed out by the sky and yet some clusters we looked at further south later
on were quite clear and well shown, so perhaps the moisture in the sky was in blobs - certainly some of the clouds we had later seemed to form where they were seen, rather than drift
in from over the horizon
Mars was high up in the east, still showing a nice pairing with Spica. We again noticed the
contrasting colours between the planet and the star. We could see some surface markings on
Mars but the polar cap was not seen.
In the south we looked at the triple star Alpha Crucis – always a fine sight. Omega Centauri
was a bit too low down, and was almost lost in the misty air. Even in Percy’s 10 inch it was
not easy to see, although it did show a bit of graininess in his telescope.
There was more success with the clusters higher up in the south NGC 2516 (The Southern
Beehive – which is on an extension of the long axis of the False Cross), and IC 2602 (the
Southern Pleiades, the brightest star of the group is Theta Carinae ) were quite clear. These
two were shown to some beginners as good examples of clusters to have a look for with a
small telescope.
Later on, Antares had risen, and we noted that Spica, Saturn and Antares were in a line,
more or less. For beginners who do not know Saturn, this would be a useful line to take note
of.
The moon rose around 20h30, by which time the dew was becoming a problem. We did have
look at the crater Grimaldi, the darkest spot on the Moon and which was well clear of the limb
of the Moon due to a favourable libration. We contrasted this with Aristarchus, and the brightest spot on the Moon, and also noted Copernicus.
The next observing evening is on May 23rd 2014.
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The following e-mail message was received from Neville Young:
“I was interviewed this morning by an SABC radio station that not many of us
will know about – Channel Africa. They had heard about a star cluster being hurled
out of its galaxy and heading in Earth’s direction at 3 million km/hr and wanted to
know how this would affect Earth’s atmosphere. I was aware of this recent research
finding and I hope managed to make some sense of it at the layman level. I fortunately had 18 hours to prepare.
I also introduced the news about discovering the rotation period of an exoplanet because I thought that was more interesting from a familiarity point of view –
we know what a planet is and we wonder if there is life elsewhere.
The 10 minute talk is on my website at www.starwaders.com in case you are
interested.”

Standing invitation
Fred Oosthuizen invites
members to visit his selfbuilt private observatory,
which houses a selfmade 8” – f18 unobstructed, off-axis, 4mirror system “STEVICKPAUL” telescope.
Address: Unit 65, Oostvallei Retirement Village,
c/r Serene and Coley
Streets,
Garsfontein
East, Pretoria. To make
an appointment : Tel:
072 373 2865 / 012 755
4065. E-mail address:
fredo@oostvallei.co.za

Left: Meet a member of the
Pretoria Centre of the ASSA:
Christo Barnard
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Pretoria ASSA – Dark Sky Weekends at Shekinah
(chance to complete your ASSA 100 Observation List or find those faint and fuzzies
you normally can’t find from Pretoria skies)
WHEN:
1) In Fri 30th May – Out Sunday 1st June
2) In Fri 25th July – Out Sunday 27th July

WHERE:

Shekinah
Bela Bela – Near Mabula (map on web site)

BOOKINGS:

Reservations: Zika & Piet Bennett
Tel: 083 412 2914 / 083 632 3412
Fax: 0866368194
E-mail: camp@radiokansel.co.za
Web for details: www.shekinahkamp.co.za
Book and pay directly with Shekinah (booking form on
web site)

DETAILS WHEN BOOKING: Car type, Reg No, Colour, No. of people, arrival
day and departure day

COSTS:

R110 per person per night (multiple dorm’s &
multiple beds in each dorm)
Bring own bedding
2 bed flats R130 per person per night (4 flats – 1st come 1st
served)
Houses X 2 R180? / 200? per person per night (1.MISPA / 2.EL
SHADDAI)
NB – houses are booked by other stargazers for the
weekend of May. They are available for the July weekend.

FACILITIES

Large Kitchen area (electricity, urn, gas stove, fridges (not large
ones), wash-up area, etc
Dining area
Large boma braai area
Showers and toilets

ACTIVITIES

Game Drives can be arranged with management – no private
game drives allowed (morning / afternoon)

Dormitory

SEE YOU THERE ON BOTH WEEKENDS
(need to fill up the place with telescopes)
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Summary of “What’s Up?” to be presented on 28 May 2014
by Danie Barnardo
Summary of what's up in June 2014
Phases of the Moon
First Quarter – 5 June
Full Moon – 13 June
Last Quarter – 19 June
New Moon – 27 June
Best observing time is in the first few days of the month and the second
half of the month from about 17 June.
The Moon is at perigee (closest to the Earth) on 15 June and will be
362,100 km away from us and at apogee (furthest from the Earth) on 30
June and will then be 405,900 km from us.
Solar System
Mercury : can be seen early in the evening during the first week of June inferior conjunction (planet between the Earth and Sun) on 20 June. It is
also at its nearest to the Earth at 82.3 million kilometers or 0.55 AU. Mercury is near to the Moon on 26 June at about 13:00.
Venus : is the Morning Star and rises about 2 hours before the Sun. Venus is near to the Moon on 24 June at 12 noon (try to see Venus during
the day).
Mars : bright in the evening sky before midnight.
Jupiter: visible in the early evening for about an hour or two after sunset.
Saturn: visible for more than half the night. Occultation of Saturn on 10
June.
Uranus and Neptune: rises at about midnight and visible for half the night.
The Moon occults Saturn at about 19:00 - 20:00 on 10 June.
Mars is about 23'from Galaxy NGC4697 (also known as Caldwell 52) on
17 June.
The Moon occults epsilon Piscium at 6 in the morning on 21 June.
Continued on next page.
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ASSA Top 100 Objects – a selection of deep-sky objects visible in
June
Type: Glxy – Galaxy, Plnb – Planetary Nebula, Glcl – Globular Cluster
Brtn – Bright Nebula, Opcl – Open Cluster
#
39
50
51
52
55
56
58
67
68
71
73
74
75
77
78
80
81
82
83
84
87
88
89
90
91
96
98
99
100

Object ID
NGC 3242, Ghost of Jupiter
NGC 4594, M 104, Sombrero
Coalsack
NGC 4755, Herschel'
s Jewel Box
NGC 5128, Centaurus A
NGC 5139, Omega Centauri
NGC 5236, Messier 83
NGC 6087, S Norma Cluster
NGC 6121, Messier 4
NGC 6218, Messier 12
NGC 6254, M 10, Bennett 83
NGC 6266, Messier 62
NGC 6273, Messier 19
B 59-78, Pipe Nebula
NGC 6405, M 6, Butterfly Cluster
NGC 6475, M 7, Ptolemy'
s Cluster
NGC 6494, Messier 23
NGC 6514, M 20, Trifid Nebula
NGC 6523, M 8, Lagoon Nebula
NGC 6531, Messier 21
NGC 6618, M 17, Omega Nebula
IC 4715, Messier 24
IC 4725, Messier 25
NGC 6656, Messier 22
NGC 6705, M 11, Wild Duck
NGC 6809, Messier 55
NGC 7089, Messier 2
NGC 7099, Messier 30
NGC 7293, Helix Nebula

Type
Plnb
Glxy
DrkN
OpCl
Glxy
Glcl
Glxy
OpCl
Glcl
Glcl
Glcl
Glcl
Glcl
DrkN
OpCl
OpCl
OpCl
BrtN
BrtN
OpCl
BrtN
*cld
OpCl
Glcl
OpCl
Glcl
Glcl
Glcl
Plnb

Con
Hya
Vir
Cru
Cru
Cen
Cen
Hya
Nor
Sco
Oph
Oph
Oph
Oph
Oph
Sco
Sco
Sgr
Sgr
Sgr
Sgr
Sgr
Sgr
Sgr
Sgr
Sct
Sgr
Aqr
Cap
Aqr

Vis
Feb–Jul
Apl–Jul
Feb–Sep
Feb–Sep
Feb–Sep
Feb–Sep
Feb–Jul
Mar–Sep
May–Oct
Jul–Sep
Jul–Sep
May–Oct
Jun–Oct
May–Oct
May–Oct
May–Oct
May–Oct
May–Oct
May–Oct
May–Oct
May–Oct
May–Oct
May–Oct
May–Oct
Jun–Oct
May–Oct
Aug–Nov
Aug–Nov
Aug–Nov
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Visit to Fred Oosthuizen’s observatory on 25 April 2014
by Pierre Lourens
On the evening of 25 April 2014, four members of the Pretoria Centre paid a
visit to Fred Oosthuizen’s rooftop observatory with rotating dome at his townhouse
in Garsfontein East, Pretoria. They were Pat Kühn, Nigel Rotherham, Tony Viljoen
and me. Fred showed us around his observatory and 8” Stevick-Paul telescope.
(See “Basics” elsewhere in this newsletter.) He built these himself. We got crisp,
clear views of Jupiter, Mars and Saturn through his telescope.
Fred offers a standing invitation to members to visit his observatory. (See
“Notice board” elsewhere in this newsletter.) I recommend such a visit. His observatory and telescope are fine examples of what a dedicated, advanced amateur astronomer is capable of building.

1

2

3

4

The photographs show: 1. The entrance to his domed observatory. 2. and 3. Views
of the inside. 4. The finder scope and eyepiece of his telescope.
Solar eclipses as seen from the PROBA2 solar observatory. http://proba2.oma.be/swap/data/
mpg/movies/20140429_swap_movie.mp4 You have to download this file first. It is 38 MB in size,
so will take a while to download. If you still use Internet Explorer on your computer, you might not
be able to view it. If you want to read about the observatory, go to http://proba2.oma.be/about/
launch
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Basics: The Stevick-Paul off-axis reflecting telescope - by Pierre Lourens
Unobstructed optical systems offer unparalleled image contrast. Reflectors, while perfectly
achromatic, typically have large central obstructions in the optical path. For instance, Newtonian
and Cassegrain telescopes both have secondary mirrors centrally in front of the primary mirror.
Several means have been used to free the reflector from the image deterioration caused from
this central obstruction.
The Stevick-Paul telescope (SPT) is one of just a few such elegant optical systems.
SPT’s are off-axis versions of 3-mirror systems with an added flat diagonal mirror. The figure illustrates the configuration. It begins with a paraboloidal primary mirror of the same f-ratio as that
desired in the final instrument. The spherical convex secondary mirror is placed just to the side of
the light entering the telescope, leaving a little room for a light baffle. It is positioned afocally, so
as to send parallel light on to the tertiary.
The spherical concave tertiary mirror is positioned exactly twice as far to the side of the
entering beam as was the convex secondary, and its own radius of curvature distant from the
secondary. Because the tertiary mirror receives parallel light from the secondary, it forms an image at its focus, just as it would with starlight.
The focal plane lies within the system of mirrors, but is accessible to the eye with the inclusion of a flat diagonal mirror. This fourth mirror does not obstruct light and corrects the reverted
image (from the tertiary mirror) that plagues telescopes having an odd number of reflections, so
that it delivers an upright image to the viewer. It is angled to throw the image out of the telescope
at an angle of 90° to the secondary-tertiary beam.

Saturn’s rainbow rings. See an image and discussion of it.
http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/05/Saturn_s_rainbow_rings
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The histogram above shows the number of planet discoveries by year for roughly the past two
decades of the exoplanet search. The blue bar shows previous planet discoveries, the red bar
shows previous Kepler planet discoveries, the gold bar displays the 715 new planets verified.
(“Today” in the above and in the following refers to 26 February 2014.)

The histogram immediately above shows the number of planets by size for all known exoplanets.
The blue bars on the histogram represents all the exoplanets known, by size, before the Kepler
Planet Bonanza announcement on February. 26, 2014. The gold bars on the histogram represent
Kepler'
s newly-verified planets.
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Photograph of part of the Eta Carinae nebula, taken by Michael Moller.

LIGO, a passion for understanding - short article and complete film, 20 minutes long. More
than 900 people are working to achieve what Einstein thought impossible: detection of gravitational waves from cataclysmic events billions of light years away. Until now, we'
ve been deaf to
our Universe. But now, we are about to turn on our ears.…..
http://www.space.com/25527-ligo-filmmaker-perspectives.html
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Photograph of the Eta Carinae nebula, taken by Johan Moolman.

Europe's space odyssey. ESA Euronews looks back at the past 50 years of space in Europe –
five decades of discovery, drama and innovation. See a video clip.
h t t p : / / w w w . e s a . i n t / s p a c e i n v i d e o s / V i d e o s / 2 0 1 4 / 0 4 /
ESA_Euronews_Europe_s_50_year_space_odyssey
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Astronomy-related articles on the Internet
Solar system
•

Asteroid strike map built from nuclear watchdog data.
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn25449?cmpid=NLC%7CNSNS%7C2014-2404GLOBAL&utm_medium=NLC&utm_source=NSNS&

•

Construction to begin on NASA spacecraft set to visit asteroid in 2018. NASA'
s team
that will conduct the first U.S. mission to collect samples from an asteroid has been given
the go-ahead to begin building the spacecraft, flight instruments and ground system, and
launch support facilities. http://www.nasa.gov/press/2014/april/construction-to-begin-onnasa-spacecraft-set-to-visit-asteroid-in-2018/
Phobos occults. Mars Express, a Mars orbiter, was occulted by Phobos, helping to precisely determine the moon’s orbit around Mars. Also see a clear, close-up image of Phobos.
(It is a nice screen saver for your computer screen.)
http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/04/Phobos_close_up

•

•

Rosetta’s target is becoming active. The target of ESA’s Rosetta mission has started to
reveal its true personality as a comet, its dusty veil clearly developing over the past six
weeks. http://rosetta.jpl.nasa.gov/toolkit
More about Rosetta:
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/Rosetta/Wake_up_Rosetta
http://www.sc ienc edaily.c om/r eleas es/2014/ 05/ 140507095316.htm ?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+sciencedaily%
2Fspace_time%2Fastronomy+%28Astronomy+News+--+ScienceDaily%29

Our Galaxy
•

NASA's Spitzer and WISE telescopes find close, cold neighbour of Sun. NASA'
s WISE
and Spitzer Space Telescope have discovered the coldest brown dwarf known - a dim, starlike body that is as cold as Earth'
s north pole. It is only 7.2 light-years from Earth.
http://www.nasa.gov/press/2014/april/nasas-spitzer-and-wise-telescopes-find-close-coldneighbor-of-sun/

•

NASA simulator successfully recreates space dust. A team of scientists at NASA'
s
Ames Research Center has successfully reproduced, right here on Earth, the processes
that occur in the atmosphere of a red giant star and lead to the formation of planet-forming
interstellar dust.
http://www.nasa.gov/press/2014/may/nasa-simulator-successfully-recreates-space-dust/

Cosmic lenses
•

HST astronomers check the prescription of a cosmic lens. A massive cluster of galaxies acts as a natural "cosmic lens." Distant exploding stars observed by NASA'
s HST are
providing astronomers with a powerful tool to check the “prescription” of these "cosmic
lenses." http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2014/21/

•

Astronomers solve mystery of superbright supernova. A galaxy'
s gravity magnifies the
light from a distant exploding supernova. http://news.nationalgeographic.com/
news/2014/04/140424-superbright-supernova-gravitational-lens-science/

Exoplanets
•

Kepler telescope discovers most Earth-like planet yet. http://
news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/04/140417-earth-planet-kepler-habitable-sciencenasa/?
utm_source=NatGeocom&utm_medium=Email&utm_content=inside_20140501&utm_camp
aign=Content
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Space research
•

3D printing. ESA is investigating the potential of this promising new technology to transform the way space missions are put together. http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/
Space_Engineering/Ten_ways_3D_printing_could_change_space

Spin-offs from space research
•

Space research brings fresh water to Morocco. Recycling waste water and urine into
drinking water is not only for astronauts – the same method is now treating groundwater for
a school in Morocco. Building on ESA’s experience with membranes, French company Firmus teamed up with Germany’s Belectric to build a self-sustaining unit powered by solar
panels and wind energy. http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Human_Spaceflight/Research/
Space_brings_fresh_water_to_Morocco

•

Growing more coffee. A mobile app created by a start-up company at ESA’s business incubator in the UK will soon help coffee farmers in Rwanda to protect and improve their
crops by providing highly local weather forecasts.
http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/03/Growing_more_coffee

Applications of Earth-orbiting satellites
•

Satellites helping to modernize railways. Satellites will soon make train travel safer by
improving how the networks are controlled in remote areas where ground equipment is too
costly. http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Telecommunications_Integrated_Applications/
Satellites_helping_to_modernise_railways

•

Iris for safer air travel. Aviation accidents sometimes highlight how much we still rely on
old-fashioned radio contact by pilots and vulnerable tracking systems. But satellites are set
to change sky safety, thanks to international collaboration. http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/
Telecommunications_Integrated_Applications/Iris_for_safer_air_travel

Feature of the month: The PLATO mission - by Pierre Lourens
The European Space Agency has selected an observatory
to stare at a million nearby stars for signs of habitable worlds and
probe their size, mass and composition. The PLATO mission is
set for launch on a Soyuz rocket by 2024. It will be stationed at
the Lagrange point L2, 1.6 million kilometers from the night side
of Earth, and observe continuously.
PLATO will monitor stars for dips in brightness, an indicator of a planet passing between the spacecraft and the star.
The planet-hunting mission, expected to discover and study thousands of worlds, is tailored to seek the signatures of small rocky
planets in the habitable zones of stars.
"We want to completely characterize low-mass planets out
to the habitable zones, learn about their internal composition, the
density, and the age of the system," said an astronomer.
PLATO will provide a huge number of planets for observations by future facilities, such as the Extremely Large Telescope and the James Webb Space
Telescope, which could reveal the nature of their atmospheres and chemical make-up.
Unlike the Kepler spacecraft, which imaged a narrow swath of the sky in the constellations
Lyra and Cygnus, PLATO will scan two wide fields, staring at each for up to three years and collecting and analyzing light from a million stars.
On 7 May 2014, 1703 exoplanets had been discovered. But, as the American would
say: “Ya ain’t seen nothin’ yet.”
http://www.astronomynow.com/news/n1402/22plato/#.UwsKPnvIsQg.gmail
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A photograph of the moon, taken by Johan Moolman.

Pretoria Centre committee

Chairman
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Secretary
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Treasurer and
Membership Secretary
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Assistant Librarian
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Public Relations Officer
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Webmaster
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Member
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Rynhardt van Rooyen
Michelle Ferreira
Danie Barnardo
Pat Kühn
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Danie Barnardo
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074 473 4785
072 247 6648

Old

newsletters: All old
newsletters from January 2004
onward are on our website.
They contain a record of our
Centre’s activities as well as
astronomical information.
Database: Members are reminded that a database of the
books in our library is to be
found on our website. The database was created by Danie
Barnardo, one of our committee members.

